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Szele has shown that a basic subgroup of an abelian p-group is in fact an 
endomorphic image of the group. Later, Megibben generalized the concept of a 
basic subgroup to the class of so-called C, groups (groups for which G/p”G is 
totally projective for all ordinals (I less than A). This paper shows that these I-basic 
subgroups are also endomorphic images of the groups in which they are contained. 
0. INTRODUCTION 
All groups considered will be abelian p-groups for some fixed prime p. 
The notation and terminology will be standard and can be found in Fuchs 
[2, 31, as well as the proofs of many of the standard results. 
Recall that a group G is called totally projective iff p” Ext(G/p”G, C) = 0 
for all ordinals o, and all groups C. There are many other characterizations 
of this class of groups. For instance, they are also the so-called simply 
presented groups. They form the largest class characterized by their Ulm 
invariants. 
For a limit ordinal 1, Megibben [4] defined a class of groups, which he 
called the C, groups, by the condition that G/p”G is totally projective for all 
ordinals u < 13. All groups are clearly C, groups. 
A subgroup B of G is called a A-basic subgroup iff 
(1) paB = 0, i.e., the length of B does not exceed k, 
(2) B is totally projective, 
(3) B is p*-pure in G, 
(4) G/B is divisible. 
Clearly an o-basic subgroup is the same thing as a basic subgroup in the 
usual sense. 
Megibben [4] showed that if 1 is a countable limit ordinal, then G has a A- 
basic subgroup iff G is a C&-group. Later, Wallace [6] proved that a group 
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G has a proper A-basic subgroup iff G is a C,-group and ,I is an ordinal 
cofinal with o (i.e., is the limit of an ascending sequence of smaller 
ordinals). 
One of the more interesting properties of basic subgroups, in the usual 
sense, is a result of Szele [5]. He proved that a basic subgroup of a group is 
in fact an endomorphic image of the group. The purpose of this note is to 
extend this result to A-basic subgroups for ordinals larger than w. 
1. A LEMMA 
Let r be an ordinal. A function g from the ordinal numbers to the 
cardinals is called r-admissible iff 
(1) t=sup(o+ l:g(a)#O}, 
(2) c o<;o<o+w L?(P) 2 C4>otw g(P) 
for all u such that c + w  < r. There is a one-to-one correspondence between 
r-admissible functions and totally projective groups P of length r, where P 
corresponds to the function whose value at u is the oth Ulm-Kaplansky 
invariant of P. 
LEMMA 1. Let P be a totally projective group of length z. Then P has a 
direct sum decomposition M @ N, where M is a direct sum of cyclic groups, 
for which there exists a homomorphism k: M-, P, such that the image of k is 
the direct sum of M and a basic subgroup ofN. 
Proof: Let g be the r-admissible function corresponding to P. For n with 
0 < n < o, g(n) is the number of summands of order p”+ ’ in a basic 
subgroup of P. For integers n > 0, let 
v(n) = 2 g(n + i). 
i=O 
Suppose v(n) takes on a minimal value at no. Clearly v(n) = v(no) for all 
n>n,. Notice that g is the sum of two functions, h, and h,, with the 
properties: 
(1) h,(n) = g(n), h,(n) = 0 for all n < no, 
(2) h,(o) = 0, h,(a) = g(o) for all u > w, 
(3) CEO h,(n + i) = CEO h,(n + i) = v(n,) for all n > no. 
Clearly h, and h, are admissible functions which correspond to groups 
whose direct sum is isomorphic to P, say M @ N. To show the existence of k 
as required observe that M splits into M, @ M,, where M, consists of those 
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summands in a decomposition of M of order <n,,, and M, consists of the 
remaining cyclic summands. Then condition (3) implies that if C is a basic 
subgroup of N, then, 
rank@, @ C) = final rank(A4, @ C) = u(nJ = rank(M,) 
= final rank(A4,) 
from which it easily follows that there is an epimorphism k: M, --t M, @ C. 
Letting k equal the identity map on the summand M, then completes the 
argument. 
2. THE THEOREM 
Crawly [l] has presented a way of viewing CA-groups which is similar to 
the usual way of viewing separable groups. Suppose A is an ordinal cotinal 
with w, and G is a CA-group of length 1. Then by Wallace [6], G has a I- 
basic subgroup B. Since B has length A, and 1 is a limit ordinal, B is 
isomorphic to a direct sum of totally projective groups of length less than 1. 
Grouping terms we may write B = @Pi, where if ai is the length of Pi, 
then we have that ai < A. Clearly B is dense in the pA-adic topology on G, so 
every g E G is the limit of a sequence, bj, in B. If bj = (b,), then b, is a 
Cauchy sequence in Pi, and since ai < A, Pi is discrete and hence complete in 
its p’-adic topology, we have that b, + ci for some ci in Pi. Therefore 
g -+ (ci) gives an embedding of G in n Pi. In this situation we shall have 
occasion to view G as a subgroup of n Pi containing @ Pi. Note that if 
(bi) E G, then since G is a torsion group we have, 
(2.1) there exists an integer n such that p”bi = 0 for all integers i, and 
since B is dense in G we have, 
(2.2) for all ordinals c < A, the set {i: ht(bi) < a} is finite. 
THEOREM. Let B be a A-basic subgroup of the CA-group G. Then B is an 
endomorphic image of G. 
Proof: By Szele [5], we may assume w  < A. Clearly if B is A-basic in G, 
then B N (B + pAG)/pAG is A-basic in G/pAG, so we may assume that G has 
length 1. If the length of G is strictly less than A or I is not cofinal with w, 
then G = B and there is nothing to prove. Finally, if 1 is cofmal with o and 
G has length A, we view G as lying between 0 Pi and n Pi as above. By 
Lemma 1, for each i there is a decomposition Pi = Mi @ Ni and a 
homomorphism ki: Mi -+ Pi satisfying the conditions stated there. 
Define J n Pi -+ n Pi by f((mi + n,)) = (ki(mi) + pini). To show that f 
takes G onto B, we first note that if g = (mi + n,) is an element of G, and if 
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p’g = 0, then pini = 0 for all i 2 z. Furthermore, condition (2.2) above, with 
c = w  implies that mi = 0 for almost all i, so that almost all components in 
the equation for f(g) vanish, i.e., f(g) E @ Pi = B. 
To show that f maps G epimorphically onto B, it is clearly sufficient to 
show that f(Pi) = Pi for all integers i. But this follows from the relation 
f(Mi) = ki(Mi) = Mi 0 Ci ) (2) 
where Ci is a basic subgroup of Ni, so that we therefore have 
f(M,+Ni)=f(Mi)+f(Ni)=Mi + Ci+ piNi=Mi +Ni=Pi, (3) 
the third equality being a standard property of basic subgroups. 
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